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This is art by Maurice Sendak. Its from the book, Where the Wild
Things Are. 

Maurice is an illustrator. He has a really unusual style of drawing.
Have a really close up look at the kind of marks he makes. What
do you think he used? How does he make things look lighter and

darker?
What do you notice? 
What do you like? 

What does it make you wonder?
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Maurice Sendak
Where the Wild Things Are 
Ink on paper



You are going to need :
Water
Somewhere to draw.
some plain scrap paper.
Imagination.

PREPARE IN  ADVANCE
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Markmaking resources:

White A3 Card for
painting your final piece
on after planning your
drawing.

In this weeks envelope you
should find:

    oil pastels, pencil, chalks,        
graphite, etc.

CHECK OUT THE

RESOURCES BOX

 Whether we want to use a
mark to represent a texture, a
tone (how light or dark
something is) or make pattern,
we can use our markmaking in
a variety of ways. 

Use pencil, we're going to look
at tone

USING MARKMAKING

FOR EFFECT

Can you explore the with the
different types of markmaking ?
There are lots of different marks
we can make tone. You can
experiment here.......

Try marks for drawing fur.

EXPER IMENT WITH

D IFFERENT

MARKMAKING FOR TONE
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Exploring Marks

Light Dark



Now pick your favourite one. What do you like about it?

EXPLORATION  SHEET.

Could you turn these spaces into textures with your marks. 

Artists and designers use a variety of marks 



Will your paper be portrait          or landscape?

What are your favourite marks? can you use them?

. . . .  just a rough sketch, just to get your 
ideas out of your head and on paper and plan.
Now have a go at your real drawing on the A3
paper

We are going to have a go at drawing a tree, using line and
shape, a range of marks for texture and also to show shade. 

'Rough out' your drawing here. . . . . 



Remember to share your work to . . .

TSSYoung Artists

Try drawing these
with marks


